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Distributed Capacity
Folded Loop

This ceiling-mount mobile antenna will really go to your head!

John Portune W6NBC
724 Celestial Lane

Foster City CA 94404
[John_Portune@mail.sel.sony.com]

In the theoretical world. it isn't. An antenna
with low radiation resistance. like a
loop or a mobile whip. can radiate j ust
as well as an antenna with high radiation
resistance. like a dipole. The only differ-
ence will be the voltage and current in
each antenna.

In the real world. howe ver. antennas
also have conductor resistance . The
metal in an antenna is not perfect. All

Loop R, C, Efficiency
Diameter (» (0) ''OJ

(Feet)

10 0,49 0,089 as
9 0.32 0,080 eo

• 0.20 0,071 74

7 0.12 0.062 67

I 6 0 064 0.053 as
I I 6 0.031 0..... 41 I
I 4.5 0.020 0.04<1 33 I

4 0.013 0035 27

3 0004 0.027 12

2 0.0008 0.Q1 8 4

1 0 0000 0.00089 0.05

Table 1. Radiation resistance (Rr), conduc-
tor resistance (Cr), and efficiency of loops
made of3/4-inch (O.9-in. OD) copper pipe at
7 M&

where
Rr = Radiation resistance in ohms
L = Length of whip in meters
WL = Wavelength in meters

Loop
Rr = 19500 x (D/WL)'

where
Rr = Radiation resistance in ohms
D = Diameter of loop in meters
W L = Wavelength in meters

Whip
Rr = 392 x (L!WL)'

In a fu ll-sized antenna like a dipole.
radiation resistance is comparatively
high-about 73 ohms. In a compact
loop or a mobile whip, the radiation re
sistance is much lower. Here are the
formulas for the radiat ion resistance
for a small loop and a short vertica l
whip (without loading coil or capacit ive
hal):

Compact transmitting loops and mo
bile HF whips are usuall y considered
small ante nnas. Their tota l size is less
than roughly 1/4-wave length. How

well each performs depends heavily on To illustrate, Table 1 translates the
three key issues: ( I) radiation resis- loop formula into real numbers. Notice
ranee: (2) coupling field size (my how rap idly radiation resistance de
term); and (3) antenna he ight. creases with size. Why is this important?
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Ke~' principles

E
'OU own a Fiberglas" pickup shell.

motOlhome. or boat. this compact~
ter mobile loop will compare favor

ably with a mobile whip antenna. What's
better, it's invisible from the outside of the
vehicle.

Over the years, the ham community
has ignored small transmitting loops
for the HF bands. Today, however. we
live in a shrinking world. Everything
is smaller: our rigs. our cars, even our
QTHs.

I was curious. Would a loop work well
there? Could it compete with a conven
tional HF whip antenna?

To answer this question. we need to
get back to basics, to understand the
fundamental strengths and weaknesses
of both types of antenna.



metals exhibit resistance. The problem
~ l'is that it's in series with the radiation F

resistance. Transmitter power gets di-

bvided between the two. The part that jot 0 0 0 G 0

goes to conductor resistance is wasted
as heat. The portion that gets to the ra-
diation resistance is the useful part. It

B Bbecomes radio waves.
B DISTRIBUTED DISTRIBUTED( BThe real culprit is skin effect, the (A A)

CAPACITY c 0 CAPACITYwell-known tendency of RF current to
SECTIONS SECTIONSflow only on the surface of a conductor.

Here is that formula:

COAXIALR = 0.00096 x ~(F/D)

TUNING
where CAPACITOR
R = Conductor resistance in ohms/ft
F = Frequency in MHz
D = Conductor diameter in inches tJot G 0 --l

Again, I'll give this equation some TUNING
ASSEMBLYreal numbers. For example, let's take a

large conductor, 3/4-inch (O.9-inch OD)
0 G 0 ttbcopper water pipe. At 7 MHz, conductor

resistance is 0.0028 ohms per foot.
That's not much, you say. Take a look at COUPLING LOOP
the third and fourth columns of Ta ble

IJ1. Even with a conductor this large, for
Eloops smaller than five feet the conduc-

tor resistance is actually greater than the U
radiation resistance. Instead of being a
minor problem, skin effect cats us alive Fig. J. Tire distributed capacity f olded loop.

in compact loops.

Two additional concerns
I' ve listed the relative resistivities of important. Round is best. A flat strap,
some common metals in Table 2. I've for example. suffers much more from

What 's more, even the type of metal
included silver and gold for curiosity skin effect than a round conductor. Not

we use to build a loop is important.
more than practica lity. Gold is inter- only does the RF current move outward,
esting, however. You might think that it also moves to the edges.
it would be the best conductor. Sur- For most small loops. 3/4-inch house-

Silver 0 .94 prisingly, both silver and copper are hold copper water pipe is the most reason-

Copper 1.0 better. We use gold on connectors not able choice. It has moderately low
because of superior conductivity. but conductor resistance and it's inexpensive.

Gold 1.4 because it resists corrosion.

Aluminum 1.6 I Copper is really the only choice for a A mobile whip

IChromium
loop. Even aluminum. which is suitable Whips don't suffer as badly from

1.8 for larger antennas. has 60% more rests- conductor resistance loss. In the equa-
Zinc 3.4 I tance. We can 't afford this when we tions above. you'Jl notice that the ra-

are fighting skin effect in a loop. Other diation resistance of a loop decreases
Brass 3.7 - 4.9 metals are worse, in proportion to the fourth power of di-

Tin 6.7
Perhaps you are thinking about ameter. For a whip, it's only the sec-

silverplating. It's a good idea at much ond power of length, The radiation
Steel 7.6 - 12.7 higher frequencies, but at 7 MHz the resistance and the efficiency of a typi-

Lead 12.8
skin depth is too thick. Plating does not cal 40-meter mobile whip are much
become practical until we are operating higher than for a comparable loop.

Table 2. Relative resistivity of common at UHF frequencies. Does that make a whip better than a
metals , compared to copper, Also, the shape of the conductor is loop for mobile? Not necessarily.
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Photo B. Interior of truck from the driver 's position with: loop mounted on underside of
Fiberglas shell. MOImt loop with conneclor forward.
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In theory, a 1/4-wave length mobile
whip antenna is not a complete an
tenna. It is physically only half a di
pole , It's often called a monopole. The
m issing half of the antenna exis ts, but
it 's a mirror image of the real half of
the dipole in the ground plane under
the monopole. Without it, the mono
pole would not functi on. The coupling
fie ld from the real half of the an tenna
becomes RF currents in the ground
plane to comple te the elect rical ci rcuit
of the antenna.

If the ground plane under the an
tenna is a perfect conductor, the mono
pole will radiate just as well as if the
othe r side of the dipole were actually
present. ln the typical mobile situation,
however, the ground plane is terrible.

At HF frequencies, the vehicle 's
body is much too small to be the entire
ground plane. The coupling field even
for a short whip is many meters in di
ame ter at 7 MHz. Contrast this with
VHF, where the coupling field is only
roughly a meter in diameter. Here the
car body can prov ide the complete
ground plane.

Soil makes up most of the ground
plane at HE Compared to a metal car
body. soil is a poor conductor. It varies
with location, but soil resistance is al
ways at least 10 ohms, even in the best
case.

Like conductor resistance. the soil
resistance is in series with the radia
tion resistance, and the power aga in
ge ts divided. At HE most of the
transmitter's power only heats up
worms.

A mobile loop

In contrast. a mobile loop does not
suffer in the samc way. First, it isn ' t
half an antenna like a mobile whip.
The coupling field can make a com
plete c ircuit in space. Part of it does
not have to become currents in the soi l.
The other ha lf of the an tenna is physi
cally present.

The second reason is the size of the
coupling field of a loop compared with
a whip. Because the ends are folded
back in a loop, the coupling field is
mostly confined to the cente r of the
loop. This makes it much smaller than
the coupling field of a whip. Without

going into the math, my loop's coupling
field is roughly the same a" a tiny 12
inch dipole's. The loop's energy be
comes a radio wave long before it ever
reaches the soil.

Does this mean that a loop is be tter
for mobile operation? Again. not nec
essarily. There is more to the story.
Here's where we ge t to antenna height.

Like any antenna, a loop works best in
free space. far away from surrounding
objects. Anything that you place near
an antenna induces losses and lowers
its effic iency.

Because of its very small coupling
field. the electric and magnetic fields of a
loop are more intense than for a whip. In
free space this would not be a problem.
Due to its shape, however, we nonnally
have to mount a loop close to the metal
body of the car.

For the whip. the metal body is an
asset- it improves the ground plane.
But for the loop. it is a disadvan tage.
Near the metal body of the car, losses
induced by the loop's in tense magnetic
fie ld are unfortunately quite high.

It is just easier to get a whip highe r
in the air than a loop. Notice the photo
of my truck. The whip on ave rage is
several feet higher than the loop, so it
is less of a "grounded" an tenna.

What can we concl ude. then? Is one
antenna the clear winner for mobile

Photo A. Truck with 4Q-meter Hustler mo
bile whip. Loop /101 visible, inside.

operation? Frankly, no. A whip is
easier to ge t higher in the a ir, and it
suffe rs less from conductor resistance
loss. However. it suffe rs badly from
soil resistance loss. Also. it's ugly.

A loop does not suffer from soil resis
tance loss and is aesthetically much
more attractive , at least from the out
side o f the vehicle. It. howe ver, suf
fe rs badly from magnetic loss in the
car 's body. Therefore , both an tennas
are very hi ghly comprom ised by the



Photo D. Close-up off eed loop,made cfscf t quarter-inch coppa tubing. Solder one end di
rectty to main loop ncar COl/nee/Of: Solder other end to the ('('nler pin of 'he feed connector
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Photo C. Close-up of the tuning assemhty
of the coaxial capacitor.

mobile environment. Nei ther is sig
nificantly better than the other.

Later in this arti cle. I will share with
you my personal comparisons of the
two antennas, based on operational ex
perience. Like most antenna articles.
the proof of the pudding comes fro m
using the antennas on the air. I will say
here, though , that my experience with
the loop has been qui te good.

Designing the mobile loop

Now that we are armed with a ll this
theory. let's design the loop. The first
consideration in the mobile environ
ment always is space. Realizing that
big is better, I made the loop as big as I
could. It had to fit on the underside of
the Fiberglas she ll of my truck. It's a
rectangular loop 47 by 51 inches. but J
made it a little smaller than necessary
so that it would [i t on a smaller truck
(my pickup is a full-sized model ).

Loops, inc identa lly, do not have to be
round. Shape isn 't important- Only the
total area of the loop matters. That's
what couples to space. not the shape. For

calculating purposes. my 47- by 51-inch
rectangular loop is roughly equiva lent
to the round a .y-foot loop sho wn in
the figures.

You will notice from Fig. 1 that the
loop is more that just a simple loop.
There is a good reason for this. and I
will get to that short ly. First, howe ver,
we need a little more theory.

The tuning capacitor

A small loop antenna is essentia lly a
parallel tuned circuit. an inductor in
parallel with a capacitor. By making
the inductor physically large enough to
have usable radiation resistance, the
circuit will act as an an tenna. Making
the inductor into a single-tum loop ac
complishes this nice ly. Then, by add
ing capacity across the ends of the loop,
usually in the form of a tuning capacitor,
we bring the circuit to resonance.

The capacitor, however. is the diffi 
cu lt part of this design. Remember,
voltage and current in any small an
tenna are high. My loop has a radiation
resistance of roughly 0.02 ohms. A di
pole. at 73 ohms, is almost 4000 times
higher. The voltage and current multi
ply by this ratio. In a small loop they
can reach tens of thousands of volts,
and many dozens of amps. It takes a
very substantial tuning capacitor to
withs tand this.

So I set out to do something about
the tuning capacitor. Could I e liminate
or minimize it? The answer to both of
these is yes. By taking advantage of
another characteristic of all an tennas, I

eliminated the conventional tuning ca
pacitor entirely. In theory, all coils also
possess a small amount of capacitance.
We call it distributed capacity.

If we could make the loop large
enough. the distributed capacity would
bring the loop to resonance all by itself.
Loops are naturally self-resonant. with
out a capacitor, at a circumference of
roughly 1/4·wave1ength. On 40 meters,
this would be a loop roughly 10 feet in
diameter.

A 47- by 5 1-inch loop is too small to
be self-resonant at 7 MHz. I measured
mine with an FET dip oscillator. It
resonated at 21-22 MHz without a ca
pacitor. If I had wanted to use it on 15
meters. that would have been fine. I
mostly work 40 meters mobile, however.

So I added more conductor. To
maintain the required 47- by 5 1-inch
size, I folded the ex tra length back.
Notice FiJt. 1. This is an old tr ick to in
crease distributed capacity that I read
in a 50-year-old an tenna textbook. The
se lf-resonant frequency now dropped
to between 13-14 MHz. Again. ifl had
wanted to work 20 meters. I would
have been close.

Then by ex tending the ends of the
loop downward. to fonn a linear ca
pacitor, as shown in Fig, I , I lowered
the resonant frequency a couple more
MHz. I was getting close. A small air
variable would have taken me the rest
of the way, had I wanted. My objective,
however. was to completely get rid of
the conventional tuning capacitor.

You 'll see my final solution in Fig.
1. It's a coaxial capacitor also made of
copper pipe . It's inexpensive and you
can make it yourself. You won 't have
to locate a large. expensive tuning
variable . This capacitor will handle a
100-wan mobile transce iver. I haven ' t
tested its maximum power handling ca
pacity. If you want to run more power,
all you have to do is use larger pipes for
the capacitor.

Tun ing the loop

As you can also see, I made the cen
ter conductor of the coax ial capacitor
adjustable like the slide of a trombone.
With this arrangement I can tune the
loop to any segment of the 40-meter
band. Yes, the loop is a fixed-frequency
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a loop with an automatic antenna
tuner, it's not a good idea. You' ll have
the same problem if you use a tuner
with a loaded whip. The tuner is able
10 provide a matched load for your
rig . 11 won ' I. howe ver, necessaril y
mai ntain the efficie ncy of the an
tenna . Worse yet. you may damage
your tuner.

For a loop or small loaded whip to
work properly, high circulating cur
rents must flow. Remember. it has low
radiation resistance. Once we tune c ut
the reactance, high currents will flow
in the low radiation resistance . We
don't, however, want these high cur
rents in the tuner. If you use a tuner to
cancel the reac tance as you move fre
quency, some of the high current will
begin to now in the tuner and in the
transmission line. Neither may be able
10 stand it. It is best to bring a loop or
mobile whip to resonance by reactance
located in the antenna, not in a tuner.
That's why the commercial loops have
heavy-duty motor-driven tuning ca
pacitors in them. In my particular case,
I tune the loop by di stributed capacity
and the coaxial tuning capacitor. Both
are part of the loop.

Feeding the loop

To couple the loop to your trans
ceiver, you will need a feed network.
Most conventional feed techniques work
well. I tried a ganuna match. a shunt
match. a capacitive match, and a loop
match. All of these worked, once 1 got
them tamed. The easiest method proved
to be loop coupling, however. You can
see the details in Fig. 1.

To my surprise, the shape size, loca
tion, and wire size of the coupling loop are
not critical. For durability, I made it out of
lI~inch soft copper tubing. Make it
roughly one-quarter of the d iameter of the
main loop . Mine is a rounded rectan
gular loop ro ughly four inches by 18
inches.

The most convenient place to locate
it appears to be at the midpoint of the
main loop. Here the impedance is very
low. Solder the grounded end of the
coupling loop directly to the main
loop. as shown. Mount the feed connec
tor on a small copper strap also soldered
to the main loop.

Automatic antenna tuners

While I'm talking about bringing the
loop to resonance, let me say something
here abou t automatic antenna tuners.
While it is theoretically possible 10 feed

device. but so is my mobile whip. I
have to change the length of the whip
for a different band segment. Where 's
the sin in doing the same for a loop? In
my particular vehicle, the tuning ad
justment is right behind the driver's
scat.

Also, like any small antenna, the
loop is extremely sharp in tuning. but
so is my whip. Any small antenna that
isn 't sharp isn't efficient. A small an
tenna that is broad has high losses . It 's a
law of physics. Incidentally, from band
width alone I know that the two anten
nas arc very similar in total efficiency.

With the loop or the whip. you must
operate within roughly a 25 kHz win
dow to stay below 3 to I SWR. Other
wise, you will need to move the adjusting
assembly. For convenience, you a mid par
allel the coaxial capacitor with a small
woe-spaced variable. 20 picofarads woold
be adxjuatc.

Photo E. Close-up of the end of triple pipe
sections at the sides of the loop, showing
how 10 orient pipes and elbows . These sec
tions increase the distributed capacity of
the loop and lower its self-resonant fre 
quency.



Table 3. Parts list fo r folded loop.
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Constructing the loop

Teflon..
text)

Now so lde r togethe r the tun ing
assembly of the coaxial capacitor.
Remember to solde r a brass 1/4 -20
nut inside the three-quarter-in ch end
cap that fits on the end of the loop.
Use a stainless stee l bolt and nut to
hold the brass nut in place during
solde ring .

Then fabricate the insulators that
separate the inner and the outer con
ductors of the coaxial capacitor. If you
have access to machining facilities. tum
them from Tetlonr» or polystyrene.

A word of caution. Not all plastics
are suitable. The electric field inside
the capacitor is intense. Many plastics,
PVC for example, exhibit too much di
electric loss. I constructed my insula
tors by wrapping heavy half-inch
Teflon™ tape around the center con
ductor and securing the outer end
with electrical tape . In any case,
make the insul ators as small as pos
sible. Most of the capacitor's dielect ric
should be air.

For initial tune-up, a dip oscillator is
most convenient. When you built the
loop, you left the center of the coaxial
tuning capacitor longer than required ,
With mine this way, the loop resonated
at roughly 6.5 MHz. Then, with a tub
ing cutter, I shortened the center con
ductor in small increments until I
brought it onto the 4O-meter band. I per
fanned the initial tune-up by hanging
the loop on short ropes from the ceil
ing of my garage . You may want to
leave the center conductor just slightly
too long. to allow for final adjustment
on the vehicle. The resonant frequency
did not change much when I installed
it in my truck. however.

Once you get the loop in band. an
SWR bridge is sufficient to indicate the
resonant frequency of the loop. The
SWR bridge is a permanent part of my
mobile installation. It dips sha rply as
I quickly tune across the band while
applying very low power.

You will adjust the coupling loop in
much the same way. First. tune the main
loop to resonance. Then bend the cou
pling loop until the SWR is best. I was
able to obtain an almost perfect match.
The procedure is remarkably simple to

In itial tune-up

Cut all the copper pipe pieces to size
according to the parts list. Make the cen
ter conductor of the coaxial tuning ca
pacitor roughly a foot longer than
specified. You 'll need this for final
tune-up. Then assemble the ent ire loop
unsoldered. flat on the floor. Before sol
dering the pieces together, yo u will
need to ge t a good picture of how
every thing fit s .

Pay particular attention to the three
parallel pieces at the sides of the loop.
Note that the middle pipe does not lie
in the plane of the loop, like the other
two. When viewed from the top. the
three side pipes form an equilateral tri
angle. Make certain to space the two
that lie in the plane of the loop by three
inches. Connect the elbows at the ends
of the side sections with the three-inch
pieces of pipe specified in the parts list.

Also, be careful 10 space the two
pipe pieces in the center of the loop
half an inch apart . This spacing is
important in order to obt ain ad 
equate capacitance at the ends of the
loop.

Then solder the entire loop together.
Clean all connections thoroughly with
steel wool and apply a coating of solder
flux. This is important. I used liquid
rosin flux, but the acid paste type is
fine also. Use a propane torch. The
biggest solder ing iron will not be ad
equate. Any type of solder is fine. I
used electrical-type.

Be careful not to allow too much
solder to collect on exterior surfaces.
Surface solder will reduce conductiv
ity. Use a file to clean surfaces down
to bare copper again. Afterwards,
clean off the flux with so lvent. It
isn 't necessary to polish the loop.
Moderate surface corrosion will have
little effect on pertormance. I spray
painted the loop to match the interior
color of my truck.

Next, install the three pieces of
schedule-SO PVC pipe. Their function
is to keep the loop rigid. Drill holes
through the loop and the PVC pipe for
the screws. Do not. however. drill a hole
through the coaxial capacitor. I used the
PVC pipes to mount the loop in my ve
hicle. You may make them longer than
specified for easier installation.
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Item

for insulators (see

3-inch lengths. 3/4"
copper pipe

47-inch lengths
(min.), 3/4" schedule
80 PVC pipe

End cap, 1/2" copper

End cap, 3/4" copper

l8-inch length, 112"
copper pipe

Elbows, 3/4" copper

Reducer, 1" to 3/4"
copper

Nuts, 10-24 brass

Nuts, 1/4-20 brass

Strap, 112" x 2-1/2" x
1/16" flat copper

Screw, 1/4-20 RH
brass

Feet of tubinq, 1/4"
copper

49-inch lengths, 3/4"
copper pipe

50-239 connector,
chassis mounting

35-inch length, 1"
copper pipe

36-inch length, 3/4"
copper pipe

45-inch lengths, 3/4"
copper pipe

43-inch length, 3/4"
copper pipe

l 8.5-inch lengths,
3/4" copper pipe

Screws, 10-24 x 2
112" RH brass
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1
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4

1
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Il'ICIudIng eM!( :i!70 cana'au,

n. $oIma CD WOI1ts n OOS,Wi'"dows 3.1<, WIfldows~ ,

andMacnlosh,On. PC ounningWndowsorOOS,youcan
kIok up hlml bycal,nam.,addfess.ciIy. sta_.ZIP,ClII.
suflIx. oounIy,andnowSOUNOEXIaSl name_fl:hinll
PC'lcan.lso_phoIogrIJ:tl~ EDIT l'1!COfll$.andcalcull_
BEAM HEADING andDlSTANCE. Ma.r;$ call ,eIr....by
ClI.. IaSl........ and ZIP.

oOispIayslalll.ld&b oguJe \of amost oNetyU _&andDXcaI
basedonei«yor IOMlIorg e-alef I'"ecisicn
~b"lesbellm'-diI 'II and dlsl ........ lromyoo.- IlorI'-.
Q TH.\IIOmIlic\Ily. OIstanceis mea5Uf8d nmiles and
kfo' ell I-
~slanaard' ·LCl latl&ls1or000Cll'c!s,lInd callnowpml
. lirlIonnalOlb"each hIm_ AIsosupportseopyand-AlsoonHImCaII lre CNfK 1~.000CtOSS"'_ trom
,*,1O~ClIIIs._ 3,300 ItIcI"9iiii1Jos.OWIf33.oooe-mail
~lIndmuttlmore

ProsilS50 _00pk,os SS.OO~U.S.•S8.00~

Make "Commercial Quality" repeaters
trom G E and Motorola Mobiles

• 45 Watt VHF Micor from $99
. 40 Watt UHF Master II from $199

Conversion Information Available!
http://www.versatelco m .com

Orders : 800 456 5548
Info: 307 266 1700
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732-531-1615 I-gOO-USA PEET FAX 732-5 17-0669

PEET BROS. COMPANY, 1308-7127 Doris Ave.. Ocean, NJ 07712
Our 22nd Year 0 1997 Peer B..... Co.

Visit our Home Page to see and try our Weather Stations: www.peelbros.com

ClRCl.E 51 ON READER SEFlYICE CAFlD

The ULTIMETER~ 2000 tracks more
than 100 values to help you alert others
to dangerous weather extremes and
protect your own equipment.
l n s t a n t ac c es s to : • c urren t v at u e s -

2'1:" \ '/0" Imlay's highs and lows « long te rm highs and lows »

. . f,y:" time/date for all highs/lows · rain to tals t for today, yes-.1 ~~:I-e •
....cW.. tcrday. and long term • alarms, and much more. Easy to install.

Features sup er b ly accu ratet - buromct - Only 5379 plus shipping (tOptional
ric pressure > 3-hr. pressu re cbange > sensors add' L) Other ULTIMETER mod 
indoor/outdoor humidity'[ • dew poimf - e1s starting at S179.
wind speed/direction • indoor and o ut-
door temperature » wind c hill tempera- "Even WeatherWatch magazine (May,
ture > rainfall ']. .( 6 ) concl udes " the best we have seen.'

~TheWeather Picture"
An eyepopptng add...n to J our l'I.TI~IETt:R

This new wall unit wuh its elegam teak or brushed alu
minum frame displays allthe vital weather dala )-OU pre
select. without having 10 pre.... a single button. Big red
numerals are easy 10 read from across the room, day
o r night. Interfaces wi rh your VLTIMETER Weather
Station, lets } 'OU cu..tomize data display. In two sizes.
Introductory sa,-jngs In effect thru 1/31I9K.

7969 ENGI NEER RD , .102
SAN DIEGO , CA 92111

619 -5 65 -1 319 FAX 6 19-57 1·5909

RADIO ENGINEERS

,
DIRECTION FINDERS

~ i VECTOR- FI NDER
., .. HAND-HELD

".,j PHASE SENSE
.:;J ANTENNAS FOR

- VHF DIRECT ION

~
FI NDI NG . USES

ANY FM RCVR.
ARMS FOLD FOR

STORAGE .
TYPE VF-1 42 144- 220 MH Z $139.95
TYPE VF-1420 LEFT- RIGHT LEOS ,

AUDIO, 144-220 MH Z $239 .95
TYPE VF- 1420M SAME AS 0 MODEL

EXCEPT FREO.144- 500 MHZ $289 . 95
TYPE VF- 12 10 115-130 MHZ

PLUS 121.5 MHZ ELT ~ 5379 .95
CALL ABOUT RF OF. A 4 . 5 0 SIR

ATTEN UATORS CA ADD TAX

perform. Once you find the correct shape
and position. you will never again have
to adjust the coupling loop.

How well does the loop work? Very
well , thank you. As I promised earlier,
let me give you some comparisons be
tween the loop and my mobile HF
whip.

The whip is the popular Hustler"
mobile antenna with the large high-ef
ficiency kilowatt resonator. It's
mounted at the top center of the tai l
gate. on the spare tire rack. This is a
good location because of the Fiberglas
back on my truck. All of the whip is
above the metal body. I installed a
shunt-feed network at the base of the
whip to be sure that the whip was
properly matched to 50 ohms.

At the operating position. I installed
a two-way coax an tenna switch and
two identica l feed cables 10 make the
comparison. In all cases I operated
both antennas on the same frequency,
very near the resonant frequency. Power
was the same for all tests, roughly 100
watts RMS.

What did I find? To be honest wi th
you, there isn 't very much di fference.
Most of the difference is caused by the
height of the loop compared with the
whip. Being lower, the loop puts more
of its energy straight up. Therefore, I no
ticed the biggest difference in ground
wave contacts. Here the loop is usually
an S-point weaker on both receive and
transmit, For short skywave contacts, the
loop is at times the same as the whip. On
receive, the loop is less sensitive to noise. In
1eJTTIS of making an effective contact, this
offsets the slightly weaker signal.

My conclusion is that the loop is a
good mobile antenna. A large mobile
whip may be a litlle better. The more
compact types that arc popular today
would be the same. The loop obviously
won't work on every vehicle, but for
the ham with a Fiberglas truck she ll,
motor home or boat, the loop is cer
tainly worth considering. It might be
your best answer on a vehicle totally
without a metal body. I want to try it on
a large Fiberglas boat, for example.

I mounted my loop so that I could
easily remove it from the truck. On
camping trips it is an outstanding per
former if I hoist it up into a tree. Give
it a try-you won't be disappointed.iJ




